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ct

illumination X-ray phase-contrast imaging makes use of two absorbing masks for precise beam shaping a
s. As the system is being translated to clinical and industrial environments, a robust quantitative algorithm
d to keep the masks precisely aligned without the need of an expert operator. We present a model for ho
mination on the detector varies as one mask is moved relative to the rest of the system. This model is bas
perposition of known illumination patterns associated with misalignment in each degree of freedom. Throu
n of this model, quantitative estimates of the degree of misalignment can be obtained, and hence can show t
of optimal alignment. The precision of alignment achievable through model inversion was tested, showi

an order of magnitude improvement when compared to the established mask alignment procedure. Precisi
lignment along the optical axis, and around the three rotational degrees of freedom were found to be [±0.
.17 mdeg, ±5.08 mdeg, ±2.39 mdeg] respectively, whereas the established procedure would be limited
µm, ±6.69 mdeg, ±348 mdeg, ±195 mdeg]. Furthermore, the model allows the decomposition of residuals in
and systematic components, the latter enabling accurate evaluation of imperfections in the masks’ structu
ave now become the main limiting factor in the final degree of alignment.

ds:
ark-Field Imaging, X-ray Phase-Contrast Imaging

kground

the introduction of third-generation syn-
ns in the 1990s, there has been growing re-
into phase-contrast and dark-field X-ray imag-

hereas conventional X-ray imaging achieves
t based on X-ray absorption, phase-contrast and
ld imaging detect angular deflections of the X-
s when traversing the sample. Dark-field imag-
ultra-small angle X-ray scattering, is linked to
fluctuations on length scales below the spatial
on of the imaging system [1] [2]. Dark-field

has potential applications including imaging
ubbles [3], defects in composite materials [4] or

bers in ordered systems [5].
uring the dark-field signal requires the detection
lar deflections in the order of microradians and

edge illumination, IC - Illumination Curve
esponding Author
il address: zcemado@ucl.ac.uk (Adam Doherty)

hence specialised setups are required for such sensit17

ity. We focus here on the edge illumination (EI) syste18

due to its compact setup and compatibility with conve19

tional X-ray sources [6] [7].20

EI employs two masks on either side of the sample f21

modulating and analysing the radiation field (See Figu22

1b for mask shape). The presence of a sample in the23

ray beam will change the intensity field at the detec24

through three effects: absorption, refraction and sc25

tering. Separating these signals in an EI system requir26

investigating the intensity variations in each pixel as o27

mask is moved relative to the rest of the system. Mo28

ing one mask along the axis perpendicular to both t29

apertures and X-ray propagation, set as the x-axis, mo30

ulates the intensity according to what is usually call31

the Illumination Curve (IC). The IC is modelled as t32

convolution of two square apertures with an extend33

source and can be approximated by a Gaussian fun34

tion. The sample will reduce the area under the IC d35

to absorption, shift the centre of the IC due to refracti36

and broaden the IC due to scattering. Quantifying the37

submitted to Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A August 12, 20
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on a pixel-by-pixel basis results in separate im-
r absorption, refraction and scattering within the
.

pproach to quantify the changes in the IC is re-
o as phase retrieval and is a topic of ongoing
ation. In an ideal case, measuring the intensity
points on the IC is sufficient [8]. In general, per-
small mask movements to finely sample the IC

ng an analytical fit is the most accurate approach
h this relative improvement in accuracy becom-
easingly more important as the dark-field signal
aker [10].

cing the number of sampling points is equivalent
r exposures taken during the image acquisition,
ce is key in reducing scan times. In addition, a
ed data collection requiring fewer mask move-
ill lead to fewer sources of error from position-
curacies. It has been shown that when the masks

aligned, only fine IC sampling can recover quan-
images [11].

o periodic patterns are slightly mismatched,
r through translation, rotation or a change in pe-
y of one pattern with respect to the other, then
ringes will appear when the patterns are over-
e period of the fringes will increase as the pat-

ecome more alike, and will disappear when a
match is found. As such, Moiré fringes are a
dicator of mask misalignment, with their shape
ch dependent on which degrees of freedom the
are misaligned along. However, the fringes be-
int well before the masks reach the desired de-
alignment, hence visual analysis of faint fringes
s an imprecise alignment approach. An estab-
ask alignment procedure has been developed
algorithm that analyses the intensity as one
translated to detect faint fringes, and hence is

precise alignment approach [12].

ropose here a complete procedure, entailing data
tion, analysis and modelling. Building upon this
hed alignment algorithm, we introduce a multi-
n IC representation and a model of how the IC
drift across the field of view as a function of mis-
nt. Through inversion of this model, we are able
late the physical position where the mask should
ed for optimal alignment, leading to an order
nitude improvement in alignment precision, and
n overall quicker alignment procedure. More-
e model can separate the random and systematic
of errors, enabling a precise evaluation of the

of the optical elements.

1.1. Edge-Illumination System88

A typical EI setup is shown in Figure 1a. The syste89

differs from the conventional X-ray setup consisting90

an X-ray source, sample and detector by the introdu91

tion of two absorbing masks. The first mask is referr92

to as the sample mask and is placed just upstream93

the sample. This mask has apertures aligned with t94

system y-axis and splits the beam into many beamle95

with the period between apertures denoted p1. The se96

ond mask placed just before the detector, is aligned97

cover and sharpen the pixel boundaries. When perfe98

alignment is reached, the period of this detector ma99

p2, is matched to that of the sample mask projected on100

the plane of the detector mask. This takes into accou101

the geometrical magnification that exists between the102

components, with this magnification depending on th103

relative positions (z1 and z2 in Figure 1a). Similarly, t104

pixel dimensions, p3, are larger than the detector ma105

period in order to establish a 1-to-1 correspondence b106

tween the apertures of both masks and an individu107

pixel column.108

Alignment of the system can be divided into the sep109

rate alignment of each of the two mask projections w110

a fixed detector structure. Six degrees of freedom a111

identified, three translation along x, y, and z, and thr112

rotation angles around these axes, denoted θ, R and113

respectively. Aligning each mask is possible throu114

coarse initial positioning by hand followed by a visu115

assessment of the Moiré fringes. This can achieve alig116

ment such that all ICs peak within roughly half the ma117

period, but further improvement requires a more acc118

rate analysis of the ICs in the system.119

An IC scan is carried out by taking multiple exp120

sures with no sample in place and moving one ma121

along the system x-axis between exposures. The IC f122

each pixel can be found through fitting or interpolati123

of the intensity measured by the pixel through the me124

sured series of exposures.125

The algorithm aims to align a mask with respect126

the other elements in the system. The standard proc127

dure entails the alignment of each mask with the dete128

tor separately, followed by refinement by keeping bo129

masks in place.130

2. Methods131

The established approach to mask alignment uses
2D plot to visualise misalignment across the field
view, which an operator can then use to judge how t
mask should be adjusted to reach alignment. This 2
plot, denoted G, has entries calculated from the ma

2
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(a) (b)

(a) Laboratory edge illumination setup, consisting of an X-ray source, sample mask, sample, detector mask and detector. The lengths
hen aligning the system are indicated - showing the source to masks and source to detector distances, as well as the period of both ma

etector pixel size. (b) The 6 degrees of freedom available for mask movement, with arrows indicating movement in the positive directi

along the x-axis corresponding to the peak of
. If l is used in the following equation to denote
k position along the x-axis during an IC scan,
y of G for a pixel on the detector at [X,Y] can be
ted as follows.

G(X,Y) = arg max
l

[IC(X,Y, l)] (1)

acquiring an IC scan, the plot G is calculated by
-pixel analysis of which point on the IC resulted
aximum intensity. There are two approaches

, depending on how l is defined. The established
defines l which can only take discrete values

n where the IC was sampled in the IC scan. This
in a discretised stepped plot for G, which will be

Gstep, with an example shown in Figure 2b.
ntroduce an alternative method which is more
o computational analysis. A Gaussian fit is used
accurately calculate the central position of each

ch corresponds to defining a continuous l. This
in a smooth surface, which will be denoted Gcont,
Figure 2c. This is not only a more accurate rep-
tion of the true central points on the ICs, but can
calculated accurately with a low number of sam-
oints in the IC scan. From this point, G will be
signify Gcont unless explicitly stated.
e mask becomes misaligned, the ICs shift rel-
one another and the range of values in G in-

. How the ICs shift, and hence the shape of G,
s on which degree of freedom the mask is mis-
along.
actice, the detector mask is rarely moved, with
ple mask moving regularly during scanning. In

addition, the sample mask is much more likely to157

disturbed through placing and removing samples. T158

result is that, in general, it is usually the sample ma159

which needs to be aligned. For this reason, the sa160

ple mask dimensions will be discussed from here in, b161

these can be switched to detector mask dimensions162

necessary.163

The masks are aligned when the projected period164

the masks match the period of the detector. In equ165

tion form, this can be written as Mp1 = p3, where M166

the magnification between the mask and detector. If167

stead, we start on the plane of the mask and hence st168

by saying p1 =
p3
M . However, if there is a misalignme169

along the z-axis, this equation will not hold and instea170

the following equation defines the projection mismatc171

p3

M′
− p1 = δµ (

Where M′ symbolises the mismatched magnificatio172

z3

z1 + z
, with z being the mask misalignment. The te173

δµ is the shift in the centre of two neighbouring I174

along the x-dimension of the mask. Inserting the e175

plicit form of M′ and rearranging gives the following176

z = z1
δµ

p1
(

z = z1az (

The final step recognises that the fraction δµ
p1

is equ177

to the gradient along the x-dimension of G, and has be178

replaced by a coefficient showing that this is can be d179

fined as a feature of G related to misalignment along t180

z-axis.181
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10 20 30 40

Mask Position ( m)

(a)

(b) (c)

(a) The IC for a pixel with points showing the calculation
rresponding element of G. The raw data from 10 exposures
sk is moved by 40µm is shown as crosses, with a Gaussian

g through the points. (b) Gstep is obtained when each entry is
mask position along x which resulted in maximum exposure
el, shown as the yellow cross above. (c) Gcont when each

alculated after fitting a function to the data, with an accurate
the central point on the IC shown as the orange square.

equivalent equation for the misalignment in φ
from having no reliance on the magnification,

uld apply for a parallel beam system. If the
ent gradient along the y-dimension of G is ex-
as aφ, then this gradient can be seen as the tan-
the misalignment angle φ.

tan φ = −aφ (5)

misalignment, the equation for misalignment in
how the relative shift along z between the top
tom of the mask. If we define a new parameter
valent to a constant second order gradient ∂

∂y
∂G
∂x ,

following equation can calculate the misalign-
ong θ.

sin θ = z1aθ (6)

same principle can be used to calculate misalign-
R. A coefficient aR is defined as ∂2G

∂x2 , leading to

the final equation from converting from model param196

ters to misalignment in real space.197

sin R = z1aR (

In the established mask alignment procedure, ea198

degree of freedom would be aligned one-by-one by199

moving their known features that appear with misalig200

ment. Aligning each degree of freedom takes multip201

iterations of IC scans and mask adjustments, with ea202

mask movement up to the judgement of the operat203

This becomes more difficult if misalignment is strong204

all degrees of freedom, which will in general mean th205

after the first attempt at aligning all degrees of freedo206

individually, this procedure would be repeated at le207

once to reach optimal alignment.208

This procedure comes with two major issues. T209

first is the lack of knowledge on quantitative mask a210

justments means that multiple iterations are requir211

to align a single degree of freedom. After proceedi212

through all degrees of freedom, and then repeating th213

process, it would be common that tens of IC scan pl214

mask adjustment iterations have been carried out, w215

this number dependent on the skill of the operator.216

The second major fault is the lack of precision in t217

final alignment. The plot Gstep will appear flat if all I218

peak within the sampling period of an IC scan, which219

generally on a scale of a few microns. Considering t220

shifts in IC positions due to sample refraction in phas221

contrast imaging are on a similar scale, this precision222

alignment is very large. The mask can be more acc223

rately aligned through plotting Gstep either side of p224

fect alignment and extracting an optimal position, ho225

ever, this further increases the number of iterations226

reach alignment, and again is operator dependent.227

2.1. Model228

The known features that appear in G when the ma
is misaligned can indicate the degree of misalignme
Modelling these features as the basis shown in Figu
3 allows representing G as a superposition of surfac
each associated with misalignment in one specific d
gree of freedom. These surfaces can be defined as t
following:

S z = X S φ = Y S θ = XY S R = XX (

Where X is an array containing the x-coordinate of ea229

entry associated with each pixel, with Y a similar arr230

for the y-coordinates. These arrays can be calculat231

from the mask period and number of apertures, with t232

central element defined with coordinates (0,0). The p233

G is defined on the plane of the mask being aligned,234
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Using the model equation for G (Equation 9), any plot can be decomposed into a series of surfaces. The surfaces with shapes S z,
ontribute more strongly as the mask becomes more misaligned along each corresponding degree of freedom, with the final two ter
ding to random and systematic noise respectively.

e in values in X and Y are the spatial dimensions
ask within the field of view.

dition to the four surfaces described above, three
re introduced to represent a baseline as well as
dom and the systematic noise (represented as
d ε respectively). The baseline corresponds to
k alignment along the x-axis, which can be ne-
in this alignment algorithm. The contribution of
isalignment surface is determined by four scalar
ents seen earlier in Equations 4-7. Using this
a least-squares solver can extract the four coeffi-
f interest, quantifying misalignment along each
of freedom. The model for G can be expressed
ollowing equation:

a0 + azS z + aφS φ + aθS θ + aRS R + η + ε (9)

nal step is using Equations 4-7 to find the mask
in real space, and hence move the mask to a

d position of optimal alignment.
e wrapping can occur when the mask is mis-
and is unavoidable when the degree of misalign-
relatively large. This is when there is not a 1-to-

spondence between apertures and pixels, or the
is initiated towards the peaks of most ICs rather

eir minima. When phase wrapping occurs, the
s are incorrectly fit, and the mask position is in-
y estimated (Figure 4a). In general, unwrapping
rect the plot (Figure 4b), by finding large discon-
s and correcting by the addition or subtraction of
k period. If phase wrapping is corrected for then

the algorithm can work after only coarse initial positio251

ing by hand, relaxing the need to remove Moiré fring252

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Resulting plot for G when strong misalignment in
leads to phase wrapping. (b) Corrected surface after adjusting
large discontinuities.

2.2. Validation253

To validate the model, several IC scans were tak254

with two different mask sets and varying the degrees255

misalignment. All scans were taken on the same sy256

tem, which consisted of a Rigaku MM007 rotating a257

ode tube (Rigaku Corporation, Japan) with a Molybd258

num anode and an effective focal spot size of appro259

mately 70 µm and a CMOS-based flat-panel C9732D260

11 (Hamamatsu, Japan) with a pixel size of 50 x 50 µm261

A line-skipping setup was used [13], meaning eve262

other pixel column would be aligned to a mask apertu263

resulting in effective pixel sizes of 50 x 100 µm2. T264

masks were manufactured to the Authors’ design by M265

croworks GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany. For the samp266
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otors, Newport linear stages were used for mask
ion, with models ILS150PP for translation along
is and MFA-CC for translation along z. Sample
tation through R was using a Newport SR50CC.
eter stages from Kohzu Precision were used for
r rotation axis, with model SA070-RM-R used

tion through φ and θ.
L script was used to control the system for data

tion and on-line analysis for calculating the po-
f optimum alignment. This analysis was carried
n algorithm based on the model defined in Sec-
.
first dataset used for validation used masks con-
of gold deposited on a graphite substrate. The
mask had a period of 79 µm and was placed
65 cm from the source. The detector mask had
period of 98 µm and was placed just in front

detector roughly 85 cm from the source. This
was used to validate the accuracy of the algo-

through observing the estimated mask position
ask was moved along all degrees of freedom

ely.
econd dataset used a different set of masks, with
posited on a silicon substrate. The period of the

ere 49 µm and 61 µm for the sample mask and
r mask respectively. Their distances from the
were the same as before, however, the detector
ow be moved to 1.4 m from the source to match
ther pixel column to an aperture. This dataset
marily used as a statistical analysis of the noise
repeated IC scans.

lts and Discussion

validity of the algorithm was shown by com-
the estimated mask position to the true mask

as the sample mask is moved to different po-
in all degrees of freedom. A comparison be-
he algorithm estimates and the true mask move-
s presented in Figure 5. The algorithm follows
k movement well, with small deviations arising
me coupling between different degrees of free-
hese plots show that the proposed algorithm is

e in identifying the correct mask position over a
nge of misalignments.
true mask position is defined relative to a previ-
ligned system, with this position set as zero, with
displacements given using motors to translate or
he mask. This means a small systematic error is
due to the imperfect calibration to zero achieved
g the established procedure, and further statisti-
rs arising from motor movement errors. How-

ever, both of these errors can be ignored on the scale317

Figure 5, with no quantitative results deduced from th318

data.

0 30
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0 30
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)

0 30
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 (
°
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Figure 5: The true mask position shown as a solid line compared
the estimated mask position as a dotted line for 33 different IC sca
The larger discrepancies are due to coupling of the degrees of freed
which were are not perfectly captured by the model.

319

High precision in the estimated mask position w320

mean fewer iterations are required to reach alignme321

This is quantified through repeating IC scans at the sam322

mask positions, with the standard deviation of the es323

mated mask position in each degree of freedom used324

quantify precision. Two positions were chosen to ta325

repeated measurements. Position 1 is the mask at ne326

alignment, while position 2 is at a misalignment whe327

weak Moiré fringes are visible. The mean position328

mask at position 1 was [13.1 µm, 0.97 mdeg, 25.6 mde329

-128 mdeg] along [z, φ, θ, R] respectively, and at p330

sition 2 was [-133 µm, -25.0 mdeg, -309 mdeg, -1331

mdeg]. The standard deviations in the estimated ma332

positions from 30 scans at each position are shown333

Table 1.334

z (µm) φ(mdeg) θ(mdeg) R (mdeg)
Pos 1 ±0.33 ±0.11 ±1.31 ±2.55
Pos 2 ±0.78 ±0.17 ±5.08 ±2.39

Table 1: The precision in each degree of freedom from repeated sc
of the mask at two different positions. The precision of the new al
rithm was calculated using the standard deviation of the 30 estima
of the mask position from 30 different IC scans.

The precision using the established procedure is li335

ited by the sampling rate in the IC scans. Equivalent e336

timates to those in Table 1 for the precision along ea337

degree of freedom can be calculated using equatio338

for the alignment tolerance [12]. Using the IC sa339

pling period of 3.27 µm, the precision in using the e340

tablished procedure would be [±42.5 µm, ±6.69 mde341
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(a) (b)

Systematic error visualised across the two different masks setups over a field of view of 1.5 x 2.5 cm on the sample masks. (a) Shows
phite substrate masks with 79 µm sample mask period and (b) shows the Silicon substrate masks with 49 µm sample mask period.

deg, ±195 mdeg]. The new approach presented
improvement of at least one order of magnitude
degree of freedom.
vast improvement in precision is due to both the
e fitting of the IC data, rather than calculating G
e exposure resulting in maximum intensity, and
nversion of the model which provides directly
ition of optimum alignment. Whereas previously
tral position of the IC is only known with uncer-
f the IC sampling period of 3.27 µm, repeated IC
how that this central position is estimated using
ssian fit approach with an uncertainty of a few

nanometers.
increased precision means that the final align-
now limited by the systematic noise in G. Us-
proposed model, one can remove all features

om misalignment and remove all random noise
averaging, leaving a visualisation of the sys-

noise, ε. This systematic noise is believed to be
lt of the combination of the imperfections of the
and detector masks. Figure 6 show the system-
se on central regions of the two different mask
Roughly the same field of view of 1.5 x 2.5 cm
n in these plots. Both figures show the system-
r on the scale of ±0.5 µm, which is smaller than

sampling period (±2.63 µm and ±1.63 µm for
e substrate and Silicon substrate masks respec-
but larger than the random noise of a few tens of
ters.
e results were observed using an IC sampling
y used for the established procedure. However,
that the Gaussian fitting process in calculating
allow fewer sampling points and hence faster
uisition. A further increase in speed is provided

cing the number of iterations to reach alignment,

which will arguably be of greater importance. With t377

proposed algorithm only a few (3 to 4) iterations a378

needed to account for the practical problems of no379

and coupling between axes. The model assumes that t380

axes of rotation all pass through the centre pixel of t381

mask, as shown in Figure 1b. If the actual positioner382

rangements do not allow for the centre of the system383

reference to match the centre of the mask the result,384

practice, is that these degrees of freedom are couple385

In summary, the quantitative nature of the new proc386

dure enables the system to be aligned much quick387

with the precision in the final alignment much improv388

than previously.389

4. Conclusion390

Strict mask alignment in an edge illumination X-r391

imaging setup allows for faster imaging. The esta392

lished mask alignment procedure requires a user to a393

sess the uniformity of a 2D surface plot and involv394

iterating between scanning the masks and moving the395

to a new estimate of a better alignment position. The b396

sis for the new alignment algorithm presented is a mod397

that decomposes the surface plot into known shapes a398

sociated with misalignment along each degree of fre399

dom, with derived equations enabling the inversion400

the model coefficients into an estimate of the mask po401

tion in real space. This enables alignment to be reach402

in fewer iterations and removes the need for an exp403

rienced user. The model also allows the combined i404

perfections in the two masks to be visualised across t405

field of view, which can provide feedback on the fab406

cation of the mask and mounting towards improveme407

on both these fronts. Validation has shown that an i408

provement on alignment precision in excess of one ord409
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